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Springfield makeover satisfies
wide-ranging homeowner interests
n nExtensive

remodeling solution
includes early spring
deck dining option;
gourmet kitchen
By John Byrd
SPECIAL TO THE FAIRFAX
COUNTY TIMES

Northern Virginians love their
region’s forgiving climate. Yes,
the temperatures in March and
April can be unpredictable, but
with a little focused heat source,
an early spring gathering on the
deck can be sublime. Likewise,
those short spans of subtropical
sirocco coming this summer may
prove pleasingly exotic with the
aid of a Casablanca fan, a pitcher
of cold tea and a woodland view.
And extending the season outside is always a pleasure – like
being treated to an unexpected
vacation.
“We’re seeing a demand for
finely elaborated indoor/outdoor
solutions,” says Craig Durosko,
founder and principal of Sun Design Remodeling in Burke. “When
people have been in their homes
for a while they naturally begin
exploring remodeling ideas that
support life’s particular style interests.”
Durosko should know. He’s
been a trendsetter in the reinvention of local home spaces for over
25 years, winning dozens of coveted design awards.
“People are converting houses
into homes,” Durosko says. “Life-
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Sun Design Remodeling extended the original kitchen of a circa 1980s
production house onto a newly designed rear elevation deck, adding a
course of “MI” windows which dramatically increase available light and
visual connectivity to a wooded backyard.
style interests are a major factor
driving the local remodeling
scene.”
Case in point: the owners of a
25-year old split-level in Springfield.
This couple has a taste for collectible race cars, gourmet cooking, exceptional wine and fine
cigars – pursuits they’ve cultivated
over many years.
Actualizing these passions into

an action plan that causes walls to
move is another matter, however.
When walls move, you’re claiming the house as your own. And
if such a proposal is to be seriously entertained, it had better be
thoughtfully conceived, well-integrated and considerate of every
person in the household.
“Integrating all the many parts
of a family’s lifestyle agenda into
a diverse wish list is a fascinating

The custom-designed island combines an induction cooktop, an oven and a
three-stool dining counter. Diagonal patterns of cork flooring undergird the
cook’s work station.

creative challenge,” Durosko explains, describing changes to the
Springfield residence that resulted
in a substantially enlarged gourmet
kitchen, a 300-square-foot dining
deck, and even a lower-level cigar
and wine tasting salon.
“Our role is to help the owner
articulate and shape their personal
vision, finding out what’s feasible…and what’s budgetable.”
In this case, such consider-

ations were particularly pressing
since Sun Design was taking over
architectural plans that had turned
out to be both over-budget, and
non-compliant with county setbacks requirements.
The project’s scope was the
bigger challenge, however, since it
included a completely re-designed
rear-elevation and new construction upgrades on two levels.
Three owner requirements

prevailed:
• First, at 211 square feet, the existing kitchen was cramped, outdated
and dark. The owners wanted a
gourmet version – with a cooktop
island, in-kitchen dining and a
warmly textured interior focused
on a sweeping backyard view.
• Secondly, since the house backs
up to a lovely wooded surround,
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Clifton.Great Falls.Springfield.
CarrHomes has all the right moves.

Luxury townhome

and award-winning single
family living in premier
Fairfax County
locations
Up to five acres in Clifton
Estate-sized homes up to 10,000 sq.
feet. From the $900’s
at Clifton Point.
703-598-3095
Spingfield’s only new
townhomes
Three and four level towns
with available full-floor
owner’s suites
From the $500’s.
at Saratoga Towns
703-598-3095
Grand three-car garage
homes in Great Falls
On wooded one-acre homesites
along a private cul-de-sac
From $1.6 million
at The Meadows at Great Falls.
703-598-3095.

CarrHomes.com
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THE TOP TEN SALES IN FAIRFAX COUNTY

Fan the flames safely Fireplace safety

MCLEAN

MCLEAN

VIENNA

VIENNA

RESTON

1806 RUPERT ST,
MCLEAN, VA 22101
$860,000
4 bed, 3 bath

7115 CAPITOL VIEW DR,
MCLEAN, VA 22101
$1,750,000
5 bed, 4 bath

9676 FARMSIDE PL,
VIENNA, VA 22182
$672,500
4 bed, 3 bath

2006 LORD FAIRFAX RD,
VIENNA, VA 22182
$1,550,000
6 bed, 6 bath

11300 GEDDYS CT,
RESTON, VA 20191
$465,000
3 bed, 2 bath

RESTON

FAIRFAX

FAIRFAX

CENTREVILLE

1730 DRESSAGE DR,
RESTON, VA 20190
$985,000
4 bed, 4 bath

13218 MEMORY LN,
FAIRFAX, VA 22033
$472,500
3 bed, 2 bath

13100 BELLE COTE LN,
FAIRFAX, VA 22033
$1,310,000
4 bed, 4 bath

13722 CABELLS MILL DR,
CENTREVILLE, VA 20120
$450,000
3 bed, 2 bath
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a dining deck directly accessible
from an extended and upgraded
kitchen was the obvious call.
The plan would accommodate
a table setting for six, but also
provide a means to keep the
party comfortable even when
temperatures rise or fall.
• Finally, the man of the house
was looking for a dedicated
out-of the-way space to comfortably sample (and store) an
exceptional portfolio of wines
and cigars.
Caveat: the whole should also
be perfectly integrated into a developable landscaping scheme,
which would be afforded easyaccess from the deck.

Solution
Architecturally, Sun Design’s
solution presents a neat convergence of a sensible space enlargement strategy with structural
necessity. After removing most
of the existing rear kitchen wall,
the plan calls for a 16-by-47 deck
(spanning from mid-house to the
corner of the garage) which also
accommodates a 200-square-foot
kitchen extension.
The new Trex-surfaced deck is
now accessible from both an existing rear door and a new, northfacing “cook’s door” a few strides
from the outdoor dining table.
The original, visually-restricted kitchen windows have
been replaced with a running wall
of double hung “MI” windows
that frame a panoramic portrait of
backyard gardens.
The kitchen extension boasts
a cathedral ceiling set off by exposed rafters – a change that
makes the entire room feel much
more expansive.
A mid-room cooktop island
with dining counter allows the

CENTREVILLE
15459 EAGLE TAVERN LN,
CENTREVILLE, VA 20120
$680,000
5 bed, 3 bath

tional space heaters. There’s also
a four-speaker sound system.
From here, the plan literally veers off in two directions.
A staircase descends to a landing
which exits north toward a flagstone walk bordered by planters,
or south to discretely concealed
supplemental storage and a new
patio lounge.
Pass through a pair of french
doors, and you enter a custom–designed cigar and wine tasting salon complete with wine racks and
leather club chairs.
A quiet retreat to explore life’s
finer pleasures while watching the
sun set in the trees.
Sun design remodeling frequently sponsors design and
remodeling seminars as well
as tours of recently remodeled
homes. Headquartered in Burke,
Sun Design also maintains an
office in McLean. For more
information visit www.sundesigninc.com.
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John Byrd has been writing
about home improvement for
30 years. He can be reached at
(703) 715-8006, www.homefrontsnews.com or byrdmatx@
gmail.com

The cigar and wine tasting salon is on the lower level. Sun
Design created the wine storage racks.
chef to negotiate a whole series of
work triangles. The new custom
built-in is also a pleasant spot for a
cup of coffee or simple quiet time.
The finish work throughout
the interior is pristine. Diagonal
patterns of cork flooring (under
the cook’s feet) converge with a
softly beige ceramic tiling. Marble
counter surfaces abut Chiaro Saraceno mosaic backsplashes accentuated with Durango Rope detailing.

Amenities include an induction
cooktop, a wine refrigerator, and
dedicated space for an espresso
coffee maker.
Outside, an eagle-headed
pergola spanning a wrought-iron
table with seating for six provides
an appropriate structural transition
from inside to out.
To extend the season, the pergola is wired with both overhead
rotating fans and a pair of direc-

A 200-square-foot kitchen addition extends onto a 16-by-47 deck, which provides outdoor dining for six. The pergola lends definition, but is also equipped with rotating fans,
directional heating units and a sound system.
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An inviting fire has long
been the focal point of gatherings with family and friends,
whether it’s inside around the
fireplace or outside by the fire
pit.
With that comes a host of
safety requirements. Make sure
you adhere to these dos and
don’ts to ensure you’re lighting
up responsibly.
Do:
•Have your fireplace professionally cleaned (swept). How
often? At least once a year, according to the Chimney Safety
Institute of America (CSIA).
However, this will vary depending upon how often you
light a fire. CSIA recommends
that open masonry fireplaces
be swept once they accumulate
a 1/8-inch of sooty build-up enough fuel to cause a chimney
fire. How about your fire pit?
According to experts, if residue
build-up becomes an issue, masonry fire pits may be cleaned
using a solution of one part muriatic acid to nine parts water to
scrub the interior. Once clean,
rinse with water and allow it to
dry for 48-72 hours before using.
•Dispose of ashes properly.
Place ashes in a metal container
away from your home or other
structures. Shovel ashes out of
your fire pit regularly.
•Make sure your smoke detector is functional. According
to CSIA, detectors should be
tested once a month to ensure
they’re working properly.
•Keep your fire manageable.
Whether inside or out, too large
of a fire can lead to excessive
smoke and wayward embers that
could ignite rugs and furniture
inside, or trees and dried brush
outside.
•Have a container of water
and/or working hose nearby
when lighting an outdoor fire.
•Have the right tools on
hand, including an ash scoop, a
long poker, and tongs for repositioning logs.

Don’t:
•Store ashes inside the house
or within five feet of your home
or other structures outside.
•Burn the wrong kind of materials, such as trash, pressuretreated or green wood, which
could release harmful toxins.
Stick to dry, split wood and use
leaves and sticks for kindling.
•Forget to check the forecast
before lighting an outdoor fire.
Avoid windy conditions that can
blow embers. Extremely windy
conditions can also create problems for your indoor fireplace,
forcing air down the chimney
and smoke into your home.
•Improperly position the
logs in your fireplace. Logs
should be placed toward the
back of your fireplace and not
be leaning toward the screen.
This could cause smoke to filter
into your home as opposed to up
the chimney.
•Wait to call the fire department if you suspect a chimney
fire. If you notice embers falling down the chimney into your
fire and/or hear a loud, rushing
sound, you could have a chimney fire. Call 911 immediately,
and follow your emergency fire
plan.
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Contact Javen House
or Kim House for more
information:
Javen House
javen.house@gmail.com
703-201-3388
Kim House
kim.house@LNF.com
703-201-8860

homesbyhouses.com

